SPECIFICATION

1. The Connector Can Not Be Loaded On The Position Of Length 240~360mm In The Reel Tape And Lead Tape. The Cover Tape With 20~30mm Length Shall Not Be Adhesive On The Lead Tape And The Cover Tape Is Lead Portion Shall Have 150~200mm Length

2. Tape Shall Turn On Right Direction

3. The Direction Of Connector Is Fixed Regarding The Position Of Terminal, Please Refer Outline Drawing

4. After Winding, Using The Adhesive Tape(30~50mm) To Stick The Leader Of Cover Tape On The Side Of Reel

5. One Reel Can Be Loaded 600 PCS Connector

6. Condition Of 300mm Per Minute, The Extraction Strength Of Cover Tape Shall Reach 20~150 gf

RoHS Compliant